It has been widely proven that modelling long-range dependencies in fully convolutional networks (FCNs) via global aggregation modules is critical for complex scene understanding tasks such as semantic segmentation and object detection. However, global aggregation is often dominated by features of large patterns and tends to oversmooth regions that contain small patterns (e.g., boundaries and small objects). To resolve this problem, we propose to first use Global Aggregation and then Local Distribution, which is called GALD, where long-range dependencies are more confidently used inside large pattern regions and vice versa. The size of each pattern at each position is estimated in the network as a per-channel mask map. GALD is end-to-end trainable and can be easily plugged into existing FCNs with various global aggregation modules for a wide range of vision tasks, and consistently improves the performance of state-of-the-art object detection and instance segmentation approaches. In particular, GALD used in semantic segmentation achieves new state-of-the-art performance on Cityscapes test set with mIoU 83.3%.
Introduction
Detection and segmentation tasks have made steady progress with more powerful representations learned from Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs). Since stacking more convolutional layers is not an effective way to achieve large receptive fields for long-range dependency modeling [24, 44] , several Global Aggregation (GA) modules have been proposed to resolve this problem. In contrast to a standard convolutional layer which aggregates features in a small local window, GA modules use long-range operators such as averaging pooling [3, 42] and spatialwise feature propagation over the whole image [14, 28, 35] . FCNs coupled with GA modules have consistently improved basic FCNs especially for large objects.
Unfortunately, the advantage of GA modules for large objects is a disadvantage for small patterns such as object boundaries and small objects, where features from GA modules tends to oversmooth the predictions for these small patterns. Thus, a straightforwards idea is using GA features conditionally on the pattern size of each position. Accordingly, we propose a Local Distribution (LD) module after a GA module (together as GALD for short) to adaptively distribute GA features at each position as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The adaptive process is controlled by a set of mask maps, where each mask map is estimated from a feature map that records activations of some latent pattern over the whole image.
LD is a simple and universal module, and can be combined with existing GA modules to form different GALD modules for various detection and segmentation tasks. In our experiment, LD is verified on GA modules such as PSP [42] , ASPP [5] , Non-Local [28] and CGNL [36] , and achieves consistent performance improvement. We also extensively verify GALD on three vision benchmarks, including Cityscapes for semantic segmentation, Pascal VOC 2007 for object detection, and MS COCO for both object detection and instance segmentation, and all achieve notable improvement. In particular, for semantic segmentation evaluated on Cityscapes test set, GALD achieves mIoU of 83.3% with single model and ResNet101 as our backbone network, which surpasses all previously best published singlemodel results using ResNet101 as backbone network.
Related Work
To keep spatial information required by detection and segmentation tasks, convolutional networks designed for image classification are modified to FCNs by removing global information aggregation layers such as global average pooling layer and fully-connected layers [23] . To quickly increase receptive field size while keeping the spatial resolution, filters in top convolutional layers are enlarged by dilation [2, 5] .
To further enlarge the receptive field to the whole image, several methods are proposed recently. Global average pooled features are concatenated into existing feature maps in [22] . In PSPnet [42] , average pooled features of multiple window sizes including global average pooling are upsampled to the same size and concatenated together to enrich global information. The DeepLab series of papers [2, 3, 5] propose atrous or dilated convolutions and atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) to increase the effective receptive field. DenseASPP [32] improves on [5] by densely connecting convolutional layers with different dilation rates to further increase the receptive field of network. In addition to concatenating global information into feature maps, multiplying global information into feature maps also shows better performance [29, 34, 36, 37] .In particular, EncNet [37] and DFN [34] use attention along the channel dimension of the convolutional feature map to account for global context such as the co-occurrences of different classes in the scene. CBAM [29] explores channel and spatial attention in cascade way to learn task specific representation.
Recently, advanced global information modeling approaches initiated from non-local network [28] are showing promising results on scene understanding tasks. In contrast to convolutional operator where the information is aggregated locally defined by filters, the non-local operator aggregates information from the whole image based on an affinity matrix calculated among all positions around the image. Using non-local operator, impressive results are achieved in OCNet [35] ,CoCurNet [38] , DANet [14] , A2Net [7] , CCnet [15] and Compact Generalized Non-Local Net [36] . OCNet [35] uses non-local bolocks to learn pixel-wise relationship while CoCurNet [38] adds extra global average pooling path to learn whole scene statistic. DANet [14] explores orthogonal relationships in both channel and spatial dimension using non-local operator. CCnet [15] models the long range dependencies by considering its surrounding pixels on the criss-cross path through a recurrent way to save both computation and memory cost. Compact Generalized non-local Net [36] considers channel information into affinity matrix. Another similar work to model the pixel-wised relationship is PSANet [43] . It captures pixel-to-pixel relations using an attention module that takes the relative location of each pixel into account.
Another way to get global representation is using graph convolutional networks, and do reasoning in a non-euclidean space [8, 18, 39, 40] where messages are passing between each node before projection back to each position. Glore [8] projects the feature map into interaction space using learned projection matrix and does graph convolution on projected fully connected graph. BeyondGrids [18] learns to cluster different graph nodes and does graph convolution in parallel. DGCNet [39] proposes to use graph convolution network in both channel and spatial space to harvest different global context information.
All previous work focus on global context modeling, our work also utilizes global information modeling but takes a further step to better distribute the global information to each position, and further improves GA modules on both detection and segmentation tasks.
Method

Model Overview
Our method, Global Aggregation (GA) then Local Distribution (LD), dubbed GALD, exploits the long-range contextual information of the feature F ∈ R H×W ×C from a fully-convolution network (FCN), and then adaptively distributed the global context to each spatial and channel position of the output feature, F GALD ∈ R H×W ×C . To be noted, one can choose any one of the methods discussed in Section 2 as GA.
GALD
Global Aggregation. To calculate a feature vector for each position, GA module takes feature vectors of F in a large window even the whole feature map depending on different GA designs. Take the Compact Generalized Non-Local (CGNL) [36] as an example, similar to non-local [28] , it aggregates contextual information from all spatial and channel positions in the same group. Specifically, the global statistics are calculated for each group and multiplied back to the features in the same group, which forms F GA . In our implementation, we downsample F by a factor of 2 for saving memory and computation cost without observing performance degradation, which also demonstrates the coarse property of global aggregation.
Since GA modules calculate global statistics of features in large windows, they are easily biased towards features from large patterns as they contain more samples. Then the global information distributed to each position is also biased towards large patterns, which causes over-smoothing results for small patterns. One can refer to Section 4.3.1 for more detailed visualization results. Local Distribution. LD is proposed to adaptively use F GA considering patterns on each position. Without explicit supervision, the required patterns are latently described by C channels in F GA . For each pattern c ∈ {1, ...,C}, a spatial operator is learned to recalculate the spatial extent of the pattern in an image based on the activation map F GA [:, :, c] sliced from F GA . Intuitively, spatial operators for large patterns would shrink the spatial extent more while shrinking less even expand for small patterns.
The spatial operators for each pattern/channel is modeled as a set of depth-wise convolutional layers with F GA as input, i.e.,
where M ∈ [0, 1] H×W ×C contains the mask maps for each pattern and describes the recalculated spatial extents of each pattern, σ (·) is the sigmoid function, W d is the weights of those depth-wised convolutional filters with d as the downsampling rate by stride convolution. The output mask M is sensitive to both spatial and channel and it is upsampled using bilinear interpolation. With the mask maps M, F GA is refined into F GALD by
where the element-wise multiplication, and elements in F GA are weighted according the estimated spatial extent of each pattern at each position. In summary, LD predicts local weights M for each position of GA features and avoids issues of coarse feature representation. As a common practice [42] , original feature F and global aggregated feature F GA are concatenated together for final task-specific head, i.e.,
where M adds point-wise trade-off between global information F GA and local detailed information F. Note that since the lack of details in GA, LD module only changes the proportion and distribution of coarse features in GA and leads to a fine-grained feature representation output F o .
Overall Architecture
Fig . 2 illustrates the overall architecture with GALD. For semantic segmentation, GALD is added right after a FCN, features from Eq. 3 are used for final prediction. To further boost the performance, Online Hard Example Mining (OHEM) loss [30] is used for training, where only top-K ranked pixels according their losses are used during back-propagation. For object detection and instance segmentation task, GALD is added at the end of stage4 of a ResNet backbone, FPN [20] is used to build a strong baseline with a feature pyramid for multi-scale object detection. F GALD sits on top of FPN and passes information from the top-down pathway.
Experiment
In this section, we verify GALD on three scene understanding tasks including semantic segmentation, object detection and instance segmentation.
Benchmarks
Cityscapes: Cityscapes [9] is a benchmark that densely annotated for 19 categories in urban scenes, which contains 5000 fine annotated images in total and is divided into 2975, 500, and 1525 images for training, validation and testing, respectively. In addition, 20,000 coarse labeled images are also provided to enrich the training data. Images of this dataset are all with the same high resolution, i.e., 1024 × 2048. Following the standard protocol [9] , mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) of all categories on validation set and test set is used for performance comparison. MS COCO: MS COCO [19] is built for detecting and segmenting objects found in everyday life in their natural environment. The dataset for detection consists of three sets for 80 common object categories, i.e., the training set has 118,287 images, validation set has 5,000 images and test-dev set has more than 20,000 images. Pascal VOC: Pascal VOC [11] is a widely used public benchmark for semantic segmentation and object detection covering 20 object categories including the background. We use VOC 2007 and VOC 2012 trainval set as training set and report results on VOC 2007 test set. 
Implementation Details
Semantic Segmentation We employ Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) as baseline, where ResNet pretrained on ImageNet is chosen as the backbone following the same setting as PSPNet [42] , the proposed GALD is appended to the backbone with random initialization. For optimization, we also keep the same setting as PSPNet, where mini-batch SGD with momentum 0.9 and initial learning rate 0.01 is used to train all models with 50K iterations, using mini-batch size of 8 and crop size of 769. During training, "poly" learning rate scheduling policy where power = 0.9 is used to adjust the learning rate. Synchronized batch normalization [37] is used for better mean / variance estimation across GPUs. Object Detection and Instance Segmentation For object detection and instance segmentation, mmdetection [1] is used as our baseline implementation for fair comparison. GALD is evaluated for object detection on Pascal VOC based on Faster R-CNN, and for both object detection and instance segmentation on MS COCO based on Mask R-CNN. FPN [20] is used as default setting in all these experiments. For fair comparison, we report all the results that we re-implemented in our framework.
Results on Cityscapes
Two groups of experiments are conducted on Cityscapes, the first group of experiments verifies the effectiveness of our GALD framework by ablation studies. The second group of experiments compares GALD to the state-of-the-art methods.
Ablation Studies
Comparison with baseline We explore our LD module with four different GA modules as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a)-(d) . Table 1 (a) first reports the performances of adding four GA modules to the baseline FCN, where all methods are using the same backbone ResNet50 for fair comparison. Obviously, all GA modules significantly improves the baseline FCN on semantic segmentation task, where CGNL performs better than other three GA modules. Arrangements of LD and GA Considering LD module can also improve the baseline, we further study different arrangements of LD and GA as illustrated in Fig. 3 (e)-(g). (f) and (g) represent LDGA and Parallel in Table. 1(c) respectively. LDGA means first doing LD then doing GA while Parallel concatenates the output of LD and GA. Table. 1(c) reports the results of the three different arrangements, where all improve the baseline and GALD achieves best result. Fig. 4 shows the mask maps learned in LDGA and GALD, where mask maps learned by GALD are more focused on regions inside large objects then weight global features more in these regions, while mask maps from LDGA have no obvious focus on large objects since the LD module has not accessed to global feature yet. Compared with stronger backbone To further prove the effectiveness of our method, we compare GALD using ResNet50 as backbone with a stronger backbone ResNet101 in Table 1(d). Our method achieves similar performance improvement comparing GA modules with stronger backbone which further prove the effectiveness of LD module.
Comparison with different downsampling strategies We also explore three different downsampling strategies for LD, including average pooling, bilinear interpolation and depth-wise stride convolution. Table 1 (e) reports the comparison results, depth-wise stride convolution achieves the best result, while average pooling and bilinear interpolation even slightly degrades the performance, which shows that the learnable filters for each channel is important to refine the features from the GA module.
Visualization of GALD To further study the features at different stages, we add another two segmentation heads on features outputted from FCN and GA respectively, the model is fine 
Comparison with state-of-the-art
We further compare our results with other state-of-the-art methods in this section. We choose dilated ResNet50 and ResNet101 as backbone models. The results are summarized in Table 2 . For fair comparison, we first compare methods trained with only fine annotation data in Table 2(a) , and then compare the results with other methods using extra training data in Table 2 (b). Following [42] , multi-scale crop test is used for final test submission. As illustrated, our method surpasses all previous methods. In particular, our model based on a weak backbone ResNet50 can still achieve comparable performance, which is higher than most methods with stronger backbone. By using extra coarse annotation data for training, our method achieves 82.9% mIoU, which also surpasses the state-of-the-art methods. By further adding Mapillary [25] as training data, the proposed method achieves 83.3% mIoU based on ResNet101. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first single model using ResNet101 as backbone that surpasses 83% mIoU on Cityscapes test server. More detailed per-class results, visualization results and training settings can be referred to the supplementary material.
Results on Pascal VOC and COCO dataset
Pascal VOC: We perform experiments on the PASCAL VOC 2007 data set to evaluate the effect of GALD for object detection. We train all the models on the union set of VOC 2007 trainval and VOC 2012 trainval (07+12) for 14 epochs with weight decay of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9. For comparison, experiments of non-local block [28] are also summarized and are denoted as NL. As results listed in Table 3 (a), GALD consistently improves detection accuracy over the strong baseline Faster-RCNN using both ResNet50 and ResNet101 as backbone, which demonstrates the effectiveness of GALD for object detection. COCO: To further verify the generality of GALD, we conduct the experiments on instance segmentation task on MS COCO based on the state-of-the-art method Mask R-CNN. Table 3(b) summarizes the AP of bounding box (AP-box) and AP of mask (AP-mask) evaluated on COCO minival. GALD improves the baseline by about 1% regardless the used backbone. Figure 6 (b) compares the object detection and instance segmentation results of our method with baseline. With GALD, Mask R-CNN can find objects that are missed in baseline (e.g., the "light" in the third column), resolve ambiguity in region classification (e.g., the "bed" in the first column) and help to better estimate the spatial contents for objects (e.g., "bear" in last column). Table 3 : Results on Pascal VOC dataset (a) and MS COCO dataset (b).
Mask-RCNN
Mask-RCNN + GALD 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose GALD to adaptively distribute global information to each position for scene understanding tasks. In contrast to existing methods that assign global information uniformly to each position and cause the problem of blurring, GALD learns a set of mask maps to distribute global information adaptively according pattern distributions over the image. GALD benefits from both the GA module for ambiguity resolving and LD module for detail refinement. Extensive experiments verify the universality of GALD in improving the performance of semantic segmentation, object detection and instance segmentation. In the future, we will study the effectiveness of GALD for more vision tasks where both global and local information are important such as depth estimation.
Method road swalk build wall fence pole tlight sign veg. terrain sky person rider car truck bus train mbike bike mIoU ResNet38 [31] Ctiyscapes provides about 20000 coarse labeled images for training. To verify the both capacity and generality, we further fine tune our model on coarse data set. Different from training on fine data set, we set batch size 16 and fix batch normalization layers in our model for about 50000 iterations using larger crop size. Then we fine tune the model back on the fine data set for 10000 iterations with lower learning rate. When we submit on test server, we use multi scale crop test with flip images input to get more accurate results. Finally we get better results and our single model can achieve 82.9% mIoU.
Training with Mapillary Data
Mapillary [25] is another city scene data containing 65 different labels. Here we only use 19 classes of 65 labels which are in cityscape category. Again we following the same steps in previous part, we get more accurate model and our single model with ResNet101 as backbone can achieve 83.3% mIoU ranked 3-rd in cityscapes leaderboard by the time of paper publication.
Detailed Results
Models trained with only fine-data set are shown in Table 4 . Models trained with extra data sets including COCO and Mapillary data sets are shown in Table 5 . 
Detailed Results on VOC2007
Here we give the detailed detection results on VOC2007 shown in and compared the results with previous detection methods, ours model achieves considerable results.
More Visible Results on Cityscapes and COCO
Here we show more results on Cityscapes and COCO dataset. COCO results are shown in Figure 7 . Cityscapes results are shown in Figure 8 
